Roman Coin Maths
With Ely Museum
Just like today the ancient Romans used coins to pay for things. Learn about the
different coins they used and have a go at some maths questions to see if you could
be a Roman merchant.
Historians use a phrase “unit of account”. This means the unit or coin that
societies use in figuring prices or other amounts of money. Today in the United
Kingdom our unit of account is the pound (£) For example you would say “this
chocolate bar costs two pounds”. You wouldn't say “this chocolate bar costs
two hundred pennies”. Although you would be correct, it sounds wrong
because our unit of account is pounds. For the Romans their unit of account
was the Sestertius, a large brass coin. Like we do today the Romans had other
coins some were worth more then the sestertius and some less.
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Smaller Value Coins
One quarter of a sestertius is equal to a small coin called an As. This small
bronze coin was the lowest form of currency found outside Rome.
You couldn't buy much with an As coin except maybe a cup of cheap wine.
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Half a Sestertius or 2 As’ was a coin known as a Dupondius. This bronze coin
was about the same size as the As so they looked very similar. To help
people tell the difference the emperor’s portrait on the Dupondius wore a
spiky crown. This indicated which was the more valuable coin.
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Higher Value Coins

Latin Plurals

4 Sestertii make a silver coin called a Denarius. This small silver coin was
equal to a day’s pay for the average Roman. The denarius is perhaps the
most influential coin ever to exist even affecting our modern coins today. In
fact in the UK before 1971 The symbol for pence was a d not p as it is today.
That d came from the denarius.

If you have multiple
Sestertius the word
changes to Sestertii
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Denarius of Commodus

The highest Value coin in the Roman empire was the Aureus, a small gold
coin worth 25 denarii or 100 Sestertii. This coin was very valuable, so much
so that the average Roman was unlikely to ever see an Aureus
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Summary
Taking the sestertius as a unit of account use this chart to help you with our upcoming maths challenge!
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Maths Questions
Could you be a Roman merchant? Have a go at these questions. They get harder as they go.

Question 1 (Easy)
A customer has 12 As coins. How much is that in Sestertii?

Question 2 (Easy)
A customer buys a loaf of bread that costs 1 Dupondius. She gives you
a Sestertius coin. How much change do you give them?
Question 3(Easy)
How many Dupondii are in one denarius?

Question 4 (Medium)
For a short time around 250 AD emperor Trajan Decius issued a
Double Sestertius worth two Sestertii. How many Double Sestertii
would be in a gold Aureus?
Question 5 (Medium)
If you are paid 3 Sestertii a day, how many days would you have to
work to earn three denarii?
Question 6 (Medium)
The Roman writer Pliny’s estate was worth 5,000,000 denarii. How
much is that in sestertii?
Question 7 (Hard)

Roman merchants would weigh large amount of coins to make sure
they had the right amount of money. A Sestertius weighs 26g. If someone gave you 5 denarii worth of sestertius how much should it weigh?

